An Invitation to
Collaborate

“Some of the pupils had additional needs and the expectation of joining in with a professional performance enabled them to
overcome their difficulties and with the Rust and Stardust teams' training it enabled them to be involved in all steps of the process
and to perform to a very high standard. They were so proud of themselves, as indeed so were we at school.”

Rust and Stardust Schools Projects
Since 2016, we have been collaborating with schools, charities and community groups across Sussex,
Suffolk and Kent to create original, thrilling, professional standard drama.
Using acting, craft skills, puppetry, music, dance, and fight choreography, we have enabled children to
transport audiences through time and space – to battle, jig, sing, and act - entertaining families and
members of the public in an array of show-stopping performances.
We would like to work with you to craft an all-new theatrical adventure.
If you engage in one of our Participatory Projects, then to create something tailor-made for your
requirements we will raise the required funding, train and rehearse the children, and offer them a
once-in-a-lifetime experience.
All you need to do is say yes!

“The children were inspired by the whole process of
making, creating and performing. Katie and Eleanor
passed on their own passion and enthusiasm to the
children and taught them a great deal about the
creative process.”

Who are we?
Rust & Stardust Productions was founded by Eleanor Conlon and Katie Summers – two actors
driven to fire the imaginations of the next generation, using puppets made from recycled
materials!

Eleanor trained at Shakespeare’s Globe, is an award-winning poet, and has worked in costume
for Glyndebourne and on West End productions. Katie is a qualified animator who is an
associate artist at Little Angel Theatre and Trinity Theatre.
Our work has toured theatres and festivals all around the UK. We have both been classroom
teachers, are experienced craft and drama workshop facilitators, and we write, produce, make,
and perform plays in all sorts of styles and on all sorts of scales.
Our partners have included Arts Council England, Arts Award England, English Heritage, Age
UK, Applause Rural Touring, Live and Local, Brighton Early Music Festival, Lancashire Science
Festival, and the Thomas Marshall Education Fund.

How does it work?
We offer three main types of Education Project, and the best way to decide which
will suit you best is to contact us so we can discuss your aims.
We are proud to be an Arts Award Supporter and have opportunities for
individuals and groups working towards Arts Award qualifications, especially
through the largest-scale Education Projects we run: our Participatory Projects.
These involve creating brand-new bespoke plays with your school, normally staged
at a local monument or historical building/church/castle, with the children starring
alongside professional actors in the final performances.

Our first Participatory Project took place in
2018, when Rust & Stardust supported
students from Orford Primary School in their
Bronze Arts Award with Black Shuck – a play
based on a local legend, as part of which the
children created dozens of puppet puppies!

What happens in a Participatory Project?
We start by working with class teachers and looking at a particular topic that the children will be studying.
Then we create an immersive, cross-curricular theatrical experience involving:
Supporting classroom
teaching and projects
while also forging strong
links with local
community groups.

Working alongside
professional actors and
puppeteers in public
performances.

Developing skills in
literacy, communication,
arts and crafts, and
independent learning.

Training tailored to specific
needs, handled in sensitive
ways, resulting in increased
confidence and improved
communication.

Example project structure
Once funding is secured, the following is an example of how one of our Participatory Projects might be structured,
though this can vary from school to school.
Week 1
Rust & Stardust visit the school to meet the
children and introduce them to the project and the
story. Resources distributed and explained.

Weeks 2 - 4
Children participate in weekly sessions to make
puppets and practice songs, led by an Arts Award
co-ordinator.

Weeks 5 - 6
Rust & Stardust lead intensive rehearsals,
rehearsing children into the show. Children
participate in public performances.

Weeks 7 - 8
Potential for a mini-tour to other venues for a
local cultural exchange.

Post Project
Opportunity for the children to interview Rust &
Stardust. Display of children’s puppets at school or
community venue. Evaluation.

“We were really fortunate to be involved in this project.
Eleanor and Katie, right from the start, built really good
relationships with all of us. The children loved working
with them and the puppets that they made together
during the workshops. It all culminated into a really
amazing performance, making us all proud!”

Then, there’s our Education Shows…
Rather than the children acting alongside us, our Education Shows use puppet theatre
and drama to educate and inspire the pupils at your school.
These Education Shows feature songs, dances and theatrical effects to inspire new ways
of thinking, combining facts, fun, science, social history, art, and theatre.
We offer an exciting live theatre experience without the cost and challenges of taking a
school trip out to a play. We also have a variety of complimentary workshops to enhance
our original shows, all of which are suitable for Key Stage 2 or 3 students and encourage
inter-disciplinary learning.
Our Science Shows also support Discover, Explore and Bronze Arts Awards!

"Enchanting, informative and
exhilarating in equal measure."

Science Shows
Seeing Stars

Set in 1577, before the invention of
the telescope, eccentric astrologer
Tycho Brahe witnesses the
appearance of a new and brilliant
star in the sky and takes audiences
on a journey of discovery!

Under The Apple
Tree

Why does an apple always fall
down from the tree and never up?
Why don't we simply fly off into
space? These questions fascinated
the young Isaac Newton, who
wanted to share his ideas with
future generations…

The Poetical
Scientist

Join Ada Lovelace in her childhood
adventures and experiments,
shared with Mrs Puff, her playful
cat.

A funny and light-hearted look at
one of science's forgotten figures,
told with tabletop and shadow
puppetry, and projection art.

This look at Isaac's life and work is
helped (and occasionally hindered!)
by his beloved dog Diamond.

As she grows into a society beauty
and brilliant mathematician, Ada
works with Charles Babbage and
his Difference Engine, and is the
first to imagine how a computer
might be programmed…

Example Workshop

Example Workshop

Example Workshop

Learn about the solar system
with Erik the Moose and make
your own shadow puppet.

Make Isaac and Diamond shadow
puppets and experiment with the
magic of refracted light through
Newton's Prism.

Make Ada Lovelace and flying
horse shadow puppets and take
flight with the science of Flyology.

Other Education Shows
The Tempest

The Bridesmaids
and the Lamps

Rust & Stardust's adaptation of
William Shakespeare's The
Tempest, with puppets, live music
and fantastical creatures.

An adaptation of Jesus' tale of the
wise and foolish virgins, this
show explores bible stories,
parables, and biblical culture.

Told by two Roman ladies with
tabletop puppetry, singing and
storytelling, The Silver Bracelet is
a great fun introduction to some
inspiring topics on the syllabus!

When a sea storm brings
Prospero’s enemies to his island,
it's time for his daughter find
love and her father his revenge…

Told with tabletop puppetry,
Hebrew songs, storytelling and
cultural props, offering a great
prelude to teaching the parables,

Example Workshop

Example Workshop

Example Workshop

The Silver Bracelet

This show, for Year 8/9 Classics
students, explores Roman
womanhood, life and culture.

Learn about Roman jokes and
make your own Octavius the Owl
puppet.

Magical songs and actions to
interact with the performance,
and shadow-puppet making.

Learn weaving with Keziah and
create your own mini woven mat.

Costs for Education Shows
1 performance

£300

2 performances (in a morning)

£500

3 performances (whole day)

£700

+ workshops

@ £150 each

Please note that if more than one performance is required in a day, it must be of
the same show. Workshop costs include all materials.

Last, there’s our Puppetry Workshops!
Rust & Stardust deliver a range of Puppetry Workshops, which can be delivered as part
of any of our shows, or separately.

These can be adapted for ages 5+ and include puppet-making, shadow puppetry,
puppetry techniques, and all involve storytelling with music.
Schools and organisations who have previously commissioned these workshops include
Benjamin Britten’s The Red House, Orford Primary School, Alfriston Primary School,
Saint Barnabas School, Age UK, and Tunbridge Wells Puppetry Festival.

Costs for Workshops
Workshops can be tailored to fit any topic being taught in lessons –
we have covered everything from The Lion, The Witch and the
Wardrobe to cuddly woodland creatures, apex predators to various
types of supernatural being…

Puppet Making
Puppet Animation
Shadow Puppet Making and Techniques

£200
£200
£200

Please note that these costs are per session and do not include
materials.

Funding
We work with our partner schools to find the most costeffective way to run our projects. This often includes
support-in-kind from local community organisations,
including churches and businesses, and funding raised
through grant applications.
Please contact us to discuss your individual needs and we
can assess costs and how best to fund your project.

The kinds of things we look for support to cover…
-

Research, development and scriptwriting
Puppet, prop, costume and set-making
Materials for workshop-based learning
Workshops, rehearsals and performances
Project management and marketing
Travel and accommodation (if required)
Hiring space for project activities

Contact Us
To discuss running any of our
Educational Projects with your
school, please do contact us.
Eleanor Conlon and Katie Sommers
Rust & Stardust
07921 462591
rustandstardustproductions@gmail.com
www.rustandstardustproductions.co.uk

Facebook: Rust & Stardust Productions
Instagram: @rustandstardustproductions

“The production encouraged our children to learn so many things, from puppet
making to professional production techniques. For pupils who have not had
experiences of performing for a couple of years, and who were in many cases
starting to lose confidence due to lockdowns and isolation from the wider
community, this wonderful experience helped them enormously. They felt they
could overcome their fears to perform to a community audience for a real
reason. The pupils all felt they were part of something very special.”

www.rustandstardustproductions.co.uk

